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**PROF. LEN GREEN TO TEACH “SURVIVOR” CLASS**

JASON BEDRICK  
FACULTY CORRESPONDENT

After the success of his "Apprentice" class, based on Donald Trump’s hit TV show "The Apprentice," Prof. Len Green has decided to model his next class on another popular reality TV game show, "Survivor." "Outwit, outplay... outlast..." smiled Green. "These are the skills we should be teaching our students here at Babson."

Green noted that the business world has a lot in common with reality TV game shows, such as contests to build fires the fastest, cross rickety bridges over piranha-infested waters without falling in, and making clothes out of grass, seashells and coconut oil. "Imagine a class where students form teams and spend the entire semester competing, just like when they were working at a high-powered accounting firm on a desert island," Green told BU. "Who wouldn’t sign up for a class like that?"

The answer is: no one, which is why every single Babson student has signed up for the class. "I heard that Len’s classes are fun and that you learn a lot," explained Krystyn Winchester. "How many professors let you call them by their first name and sit on the floor during class?"

Though class capacity was capped at 40, Green decided to let all the students join, much to the dis- may of the Registrar's Office. "He can’t just let everyone in," complained the head of the professors with hiring classes and besides, there’s no room for 1600 students in "Olin 204."

In his "Apprentice" class, Green's students asked Estee Lauder executives to sell dog perfume and dog pet- ter perfume to homosexu- als. After taking their ad- vice, Estee Lauder has in- creased the sales of that dog perfume market, in- creased their revenues among homosexuals 25%, and kept the existence of the homosexual dog perf- me market "I don’t know what we would have done without those clever Babson students," con- fessed one top Estee Lauder executive.

But Estee Lauder wasn’t the only company to benefit. Mattel and Jobs of all companies were on the rise. The large customers of Mattel was selling its first set to five dogs for an entire line to homo- sexual athletic sneakers, and Gillette is developing shaving cream and a new "Mach 12" for shaggy dogs. "My students are the best," beamed Green. "I’ll pit them against the country’s top marketing professionals any day of the week."

My favorite part of the class was the food students brought in," voiced one of Len's apprentices, Earl E. Byrd '06, "It’s only a 6:00 am class I’ve never missed more than five times."

Rumor has it that next semester, Green will offer a class based on "The Bachelor" where students will compete to go on a date with him in his notorious purple limousine.

**Babson College Public Safety Incident Log**

3/29/05-4/3/05

Lockouts 169  
Motor vehicle assistance 1

Tuesday 3/29/05

4:20 p.m. A group of students smoking marijuana outside of Van Winkle. Students not mormon when officers arrived. Report filed.

4:42 p.m. Report of students playing loud music in Van Winkle.

Students found listening to Phish in their room. Officer discovers multiple empty beer can- nisters and tells them to keep it down. Quiet restored and report filed.

7:38 p.m. Report of student "act- ing crazy" outside of Forest.

Officer discovers freshman stu- dent pacing back and forth shouting "Asses equals liabil- ities plus equity." Student became frantic and the officers had to take him down. It was later discovered that the student went mad when he was actually do- ing an FMG accounting assign- ment and the grade sheet did not balance.

10:23 p.m. Motor vehicle stop outside of Pemberton.

Students found to be driving sus- piciously slow. Students asked to reduce speed and promised to finish their remaining FMG homework. Report filed.

Friday 3/31/05

11:00 p.m. Non-international stu- dents reported sitting outside of Reynolds. Students asked to leave. Greeks soon after resume their planning of design and clothing events. Report filed.

"I heard that Len’s classes are fun and that you learn a lot," explained Krystyn Winchester. "How many professors let you call them by their first name and sit on the floor during class?"

Through class capacity was capped at 40, Green decided to let all the students join, much to the dis- may of the Registrar’s Office. "He can’t just let every- one in," complained the head of the professors with hiring classes and besides, there’s no room for 1600 students in "Olin 204."

In his "Apprentice" class, Green’s students asked Estee Lauder executives to sell dog perfume and dog pet- ter perfume to homosexu- als. After taking their ad- vice, Estee Lauder has in- creased the sales of that dog perfume market, in- creased their revenues among homosexuals 25%, and kept the existence of the homosexual dog perf- me market "I don’t know what we would have done without those clever Babson students," con- fessed one top Estee Lauder executive.

But Estee Lauder wasn’t the only company to benefit. Mattel and Jobs of all companies were on the rise. The large customers of Mattel was selling its first set to five dogs for an entire line to homo- sexual athletic sneakers, and Gillette is developing shaving cream and a new "Mach 12" for shaggy dogs. "My students are the best," beamed Green. "I’ll pit them against the country’s top marketing professionals any day of the week."

My favorite part of the class was the food students brought in," voiced one of Len’s apprentices, Earl E. Byrd ‘06, ‘It’s only a 6:00 am class I’ve never missed more than five times."

Rumor has it that next semester, Green will offer a class based on "The Bachelor" where students will compete to go on a date with him in his notorious purple limousine.

**Possible Outbreak: Student Found Happy in Dorm**

VANESSA WILLIAMS

Late last Friday night as students made their way up to their rooms working to finish homework due next semester, silence in the Babo was broken by the ring of a phone. On the receiving end was a frantic student who reported the first sighting of a student on campus in Babson’s history.

The call came from a resident of Van Winkle hall at 11:30 pm. The student, obviously shaken, reported hearing laughter in a neighbor- ing dorm room. "I was scared, I had never heard of people having fun at Babo...was my first day sight, why weren’t they studying?"

Since the report was filed last Friday, students have become extremely nervous of other common areas with no academic purpose. When asked why they are outside these somewhat delusional students report saying things such as: "I just can’t just stay in the library and "Some friends and I decided to take a break from our work to play Frisbee."

Medical professionals from Babson’s Aca- demic Advising Board are cur- rently working with NASA to see if it is humanly possible to assist a recent change on campus responded: “I saw a classmate smile today, I was scared, really scared.” Recent studies have concluded that smiles are indeed contagious.

Members of Babson’s Aca- demic Advising Board are cur- rently working with NASA to see if it is humanly possible to assist a recent change on campus responded: “I saw a classmate smile today, I was scared, really scared.” Recent studies have concluded that smiles are indeed contagious.

Meanwhile, students are warned to stay indoors with all windows locked and blinds shut. President Barefoot, in an emergency address made Tuesday, reminded students to weigh their belongings by a few weeks away and advised all to begin studying immedi- ately. 
SGA Declares New Holiday!!

To celebrate the effort we put into our work here at Babson, SGA has declared a new holiday. This will be a weeklong celebration starting Monday, May 9th. That's right, no finals this year! We have spoken with all the faculty and staff and they have decided not only to cancel finals, but give everyone an “A” on each final. Instead of exams, we will be able to enjoy the last week of our semester here with activities such as kickball, sand volleyball, and softball tournaments, water gun and water balloon wars, cookouts outside of the Park Manors, and movie marathons in Sorenson.

This is the newest stress relief program brought to you by SGA. Enjoy the last week of the semester spending time with your friends, and congratulations on all those “A”s!
The Saga of the One (Car Dealer)

JEFF THE ILLITERATE BARD

It was a dark time and the land was filled with several warring factions of car dealerships. But a prophecy foretold of a man, a mighty man, a mighty glorious man, a man so great that he would unite all of them under his fabled banner.

It was foretold that he would be conceived under humble circumstances, in the back of a 1971 Plymouth Valiant in which he was conceived when they sold it to a used car dealer. He was born finding the small child in the back of the car, William Hansen the Astute, Lord of Best Sellers, a small dealership in Suffolk, Connecticut, took the child to a gathering of all the dealers in the land. This meeting was known as Auction. He took the baby before the council of dealers, which at the time numbered 355.

He laid the babe at the feet of the most wise and respected of all the dealers in the land, Crazy Joe, whose deals were so good that he must be insane. He asked Crazy Joe what should happen to this child he found in the back of a '71 Plymouth Valiant. Crazy Joe then spoke words which at the time would seem insignificant. But looking back, they may have been the most significant words ever spoken in the world of car dealerships. He told the Astute to keep the child and raise it as his own. William the Astute now brought his child back to live with his pack of used car salesmen and be raised as one of his own.

The young child ran with the pack of salesmen; he became one of them. He learned how to smoke like a pro, he learned how to dress like them, but most importantly he learned their language. As the years passed, Will grew up with all the other young car dealers learning their ways and tricks of the trade. He showed great promise, as did another child named Tom.

Tom the Lanky, as the pack called him, showed great promise as well to the tribe of used car dealers. A bitter rivalry grew between our hero and Tom over the years as they grew. The two young ones would constantly cut deals with another and try to screw each other, as is the way of the used car dealer.

This continued until one fateful day the stakes were raised. A car would be given to the young one that proved to have the best negotiating skills. When it was heard throughout the tribe that young Tom and our hero would enter, all of the other young tribe members withdrew. This would be the showdown to finally prove which of the youngsters would be the heir to the alpha male, William the Astute.

The Negotiation began on a sunny Saturday morning at Auction so that all the dealers could witness it. The combatants soon began an epic struggle which went down in car dealer history as one of the greatest. Tom was so shaken by the combatants locked into a mortal negotiation, the sky began to cloud over and a freak thunderstorm swept in. It was a furious negotiation, with proposal made and shot down, counter proposals flew left and right as the opponents tried to gain the edge on each other. Then just as suddenly as it began it was over. Our hero called Tom with, “An offer he couldn’t refuse.”

The car was sold to a man who became a legend at the Natick Mall, some where deep within the bowels of Lord and Taylor.

Will then set about the task that was given to him. First he went to the area of Natick and Framingham. He found that tribes in this area were being plagued by a monstrous beast. This beast resided in its cave at the Natick Mall, some where deep within the bowels of Lord and Taylor.

Will knew that he could defeat the Automilis by himself. He would need a weapon.

Legend foretold of a plaid suit that would imbue the wearer with the most perfect of used car salesmanship skills. However, this was to be a test to see if only one who was of true used car salesman heart could wear it. Others would be destroyed. This suit was called Carsdaleir. Will set out to locate this legendary weapon. His journeys took him far and wide. He wandered the land for 6 years. Then he found it nestled deep in a bin at the Salvation Army. He then purchased the suit for a mere $2.15. He then returned back to his homeland in Connecticut.

The Automilis had attacked and invaded. It was looking bleak. Will knew that only he could defeat them. He gathered his suit and set out to fight them at the source of the evil.

Upon reaching the Automilis, Will put on Carsdaleier and miraculously, he was left unharmed. He then set his awesome power upon the evil Automilis Ever the Automilis was no match for the power of carsdaleier. It was completely and utterly destroyed. Will then journeyed the land and all the dealers who witnessed his passing pledged themselves to him. Then it came to pass that all car dealers were united under the banner of the kingdom of Best Sellers. William the Astute became the car sales man that united them all. He was the one.
Top Ten Reasons to Vote for George W. Bush

HERBIE WHO SHAKES TEN PINS
STAFF MADMAN

12) Articulate
11) His last name is easy to spell
10) Because his daughter is a better partier than any-one at Babson, but on the other hand,...
9) He really represents the average Alzheimer's af-flicted American
8) No one else would choose Dick Cheney as a run-ning mate
7) He's stopped terrorism, trained Bin Laden, and rooted all the weapons of mass destruction out of Iraq
6) Micky Mouse wasn't running
5) Because you know that nuclear really is pronounced "nukeular"
4) Because his Daddy said so
3) Talks to G-d (and gets a response)
2) No other country wanted him

And the number one reason why you should vote for Bush:

1) Knows how to count: so much for "no child left be-hind"

Faculty Members at Babson Take Course in How to Take a Joke

HERBIE WHO SHAKES TEN PINS

After years of complaints from students about the utter lack of fun take place at Babson faculty. Fritz Fleischmann, the Dean of Faculty is requiring all fac-culty members to attend a workshop entitled "Growing Your Funny Bone: How to Laugh at Yourself." Some fac-culty are up in arms about the announcement. Says one fac-culty member, "I don't have to have a sense of humor!"

All across the school, fake smiles can be seen, hiding glares and snickers. One pro-fessor actually had a hernia from the stress. Professors who are most affected are the serious and serious are now cracking bad knock-knock jokes in the middle of lectures. It's a mac hound out there!
The whole school has been disrupted by this epidemic of self-creating wit. People are not learning in classes. Instead, students can be found rolling on the floor, convulsing with laughter. Even the faculty's lessons are often drowned out by the hyena like sound.

Some students have complained that they have suffered men tal anguish because of the sudden change in the counte-nance of their teachers. "I just don't know what to do. Yesterday, I was falling asleep. Today, my professor, who is usually dull as hell, is saying he would whoop me in basketball if he weren't so white."

Some even compare the school to the video "The Fac-culty," in which the faculty of the school are replaced by killer aliens. I myself have doubts as to the humanity of Babson Mascot with Treatment; Absolutely Refuses to Give a Dam

DAVE BARNE
FOUNDER OF THE FBI

Last weekend Babson stu-dents and alumni got a shock as the Babson Beaver held a press conference in light of the recent crimes that have been made about him over the years. The Beav-er, who is often called "Landerger '07," says that he has had enough time to do anything that my time to schedule in hooking up.

Babson, born in 1875, gradu-ated from MIT, accu-rately predicted the Stock Market Crash of 1929. Babson founded the Babson Institute (now Babson College), and ran for President of the United States in 1940 as the nom-i nee of the Prohibition Party, which wanted to ban the sale of alcohol as well as outlaw gambling, nar-cotics, and indecent movies and publications.

Babson mentioned that he had almost risen from the dead when the on-campus Pub was named after him, a memo-ry that he called the "ultimate slap in my face," but he ultimate-ly decided against resur-recting him for this.

When an FM business de-cided to sell "Babson Beaver Condoms," Roger Babson had had enough. "It was the final straw," Babson huffed, "I couldn't just lie there under the influence of condoms promoted carnality."

Sanjel Patel Gupta '08, co-founder of the branded FM business, defended his com-pany. "These accusations are ridiculous," commented Gupta. "We are all just students trying to survive in the pre-existing social condition.

Before climbing back into his casket, the rugby team re-membered the time they surprised him with a pickup truck sticker at two Babson ce-eds sporting Louis Vuitton mini-skirts.
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Winrich In Time

Winrich With his Time Machine  Fellow Time Travelers
Domestic Cars Spotted in Front of the Library: Terrorism Suspected

WOODY THE WISE BUSINESS EDITOR

On Monday, three U.S. made vehicles were spotted outside Hor. These were all pre-1990 "beaters", which clearly have no place in front of the library. What tipped Babson Poli- ice off was that all three of these cars were registered unusually, with no BMWs or Porches in sight to accompany them. Babson Police immediately called in the bomb squad to in- vestigate. The first car, a 1971 Plymouth Valiant, was found to have an abandoned child in the back seat. The child was ex- tracted from the vehicle, but was not claimed within 24 hours, and therefore became property of the college. No explosives were found, but the boy's dirty diap- per was deemed to be "Hazard- ous Material!"

The second vehicle was not immediately recognizable, and took investigators over an hour to identify. It turned out to be an extremely rusty and broken down 1978 Dodge Dart. Investi- gators cited extremely poor body quality, combined with the American Auto Maker's inabi- lity to rust-inhibit a car body, as the reasons why identification was so difficult. While the bomb squad did not find any explosive devices within, they did deem the vehicle to be a rolling death- trap. The "Pimp My Ride" team was promptly notified of this con- tention and set out for the scene. Then, as if he were God himself, Cancerous Jack rode in on his bike to save the day. He stated that he, too, watches 24, and he felt confident that he could dis- arm the bomb. As the bomb squad worked with Jack to work with his wire cutters, trying to remember whether to cut the red or the blue wire. As students and authorities looked on, Jack reached into the hood of the car, and a second later the entire street in front of Hor was engulfed in a huge fireball. When the smoke and flames were finally dispersed, the whole front of Hor lay in ruins, the Plymouth and the Dodge lay in pieces, and the Pinto was all but unrecogniz- able. The crowd looked on in shock, as they watched cancer- ous Jack stand on his own one hand, and say "24 was wrong!" I'll never trust Keifer Sutherland again.

At the end of the ordeal, the students were relieved to know that no one was hurt, and we would finally be getting a new library. And the administration was relieved to see two BMWs and a Porsche drive up to take the place of the three infamous domestic PPOS.

We hope you enjoyed our April Fool's Edition as much as we did putting it together. Please remember that it's all a joke, and that you shouldn't take any of it seriously. If you can't find this funny, that's your problem. So laugh a little, and enjoy life!